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Stop in northern scene of the Svalbard

I will start & stop in northern scene of the Svalbard archipelago by finding that here in the polar bear realm
the electronic mail walks. Four our partners from the principle Clean polar station in Hornsund presented
to us an envelope with a few printed letters from about fourteen days back. Our favorable position is that
there is another station of the College of Wroclaw around six kilometers behind us and since we have
great connections we can coordinate. A tea greeting or a plunk down in warmth is normal just as sending
the most recent data about the whereabouts of bears.

Our polar endeavor under the Řehák – SPELEO organization has obtained consent from the nearby lead
representative to utilize an old chasing lodge Hyttevika, arranged in roughly 50 meters wide path of coast,
past which a 500 m tall pinnacle of Gulliksen rises. It is a splendid spot for a chasing lodge in light of the
fact that pretty much every polar bear which goes through from the North and following its base senses
proceeds with further to Hornsund. They need to experience this tight spot to return toward the upper east
islands.

I need to additionally explain the term chasing lodge. It is a wooden thin structure very nearly 3 m wide
and around 11 m long. It is enclosed by pipe tape from all sides and from the rear is leveled with mud and
shakes. A tall European can fix up just in the center just underneath the highest point of the rooftop
protected with old papers. Four thick logs shield the passageway from inquisitive polar bears. They are
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constantly placed into the entryway regardless of whether we leave just for a few hours. This ‚shack’ is a
carefully secured normal social sight and the greater part of the cold travelers who have been there can
affirm that it is on of the most supernatural lodges in Svalbard.

Hyttevika’s allure is difficult to portray, you simply need to encounter it. This lodge has been our base, our
little however comfortable and warm home for a few campaigns. We generally return there wet, some of
the time tired to death from making a trip to chunks of ice, ice sheet caverns and profound wells around.
Our examination program is centered around recording of changes and improvement of icy masses and
their depleting frameworks – ice sheet gives in, wells and channels and simply those frameworks all in all.

We are encountering wonderful minutes at Hyttevika. The 12 PM sun in a real sense pours over the entire
coast with its brilliant shading, delicate sparkle and long shadows as should be obvious in the photos,
taken in 12 PM daylight in wonderful climate. White stone of the Hyttevika sound proceed with the path of
coast toward the North named Kvarcittodden, which can be deciphered as a Quartz promotory. It truly
sparkles through its many white quartz rocks.

Inside the extent of the arrangements and testing of the stuff Szymon and Anka (Clean piece of our team)
took our aluminum boat Marine 450 U and engineless (just with paddles) went straight into the inlet. The
boat is astoundingly controllable so we didn’t have the opportunity to watch where Szymon stowed away
on account of the quickness with which he was going. At that point abruptly we saw that the aluminium
boats for sale is moving recognizable more slow than before despite the fact that the paddles go at max
throttle. Sooner or later we knew precisely why.

Szymon and Anka found a few ton gauging gliding ice shelf adrift and hauled it attached to paddles to the
narrows. Since there is under 5 m of water on account of the submerged rocks, the floe stayed sitting on
the base and Szymon cut an around 200 kg enormous piece and hauled it to the shore. We broke the floe
to more modest pieces and put it into pots and buckem that we found in the lodge. We in this way obtained
a 1500 years of age excellent chunk of ice water – perhaps from the Hans ice sheet or one of the fjords.
The huge floe stayed in the inlet for just about fourteen days before the breeze and water flows blew it
further North during the elevated tide.

We had planty of neighbors from the creature domain around the lodge that stayed with us yet about that
in the following article.
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